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“You.”The old man who flew in was furious, he had been polite, but Omi was furious for not taking him
seriously like that.Of course, they all thought that Omi’s current strength was still the same strength
he had when he killed Ning Fang and the others, after all, it had only been a short time.

“Omi, don’t you think that just because you killed a few people from the Ning and Yu Clans, you dare
to act lawlessly in my Lu Clan.”The old man who flew here said loudly.

Omi asked Lu Yuxi, “Who is he?”

“He’s the Sixth Ancestor of the Lu family.”

“Sixth Ancestor?So, there are five more that haven’t come out?”

“No, the first four, they’ve all entered the Five Seas.”Lu Yuxi said.

“Oh, in that case, there’s nothing to be afraid of.”

“Looking for death.”The old man, who was at the eighth stage out of his tricks, saw that Omi seemed
like he didn’t even care about him, and he killed Omi with a sudden rage.

“Hmph, it’s you who’s looking for death, since you’re so disinterested, then don’t blame me.”Omi was
also rude, originally, Omi didn’t want to kill him, he just wanted to kill that sixth stage out of the box
Lv Chang, that person was the one who framed Lv Yuxi’s parents, but this old devil ran out to die, then
don’t blame Omi.

That old man, who was at the eighth stage out of the tricks, immediately sacrificed his flying sword,
but he hadn’t even performed any moves yet, Omi had already slapped him on the top of his head.

“Ah.” One second to remember to read the book

“Bang.”That old man’s head, burst open.

Omi grabbed his infant.

“How did this happen.”That old man’s infant was dumbfounded, although Omi had killed Ning Fang
and Yu’s Third Ancestor before, the strongest of them, Yu’s Third Ancestor, was only at the seventh
stage out of the box, and Omi had been almost evenly matched with Yu’s Third Ancestor, so this old
man at the eighth stage out of the box thought that he could definitely shoot Omi to death, but as it
turned out, he was no match at all.

“How can this be, no, no.”The old man’s infant struggled against Omi’s hands, shrieking desperately.

It was as if Omi was grasping a fish that had just been pulled out of the water, and that fish kept
bouncing and struggling.

Omi grunted, “You tug, keep tugging.”



“Omi, what’s going on, why are you so strong, why is this, you were clearly evenly matched in strength
with Yu’s Third Ancestor before.”That old man’s infant said unwillingly.

“Don’t you know that everything in the world is changing?Do you think my strength will always sink in
unchanged.”

“But, but it’s only been a few days.”

“Alright, no time for your nonsense, let’s send you on your way.”

“Wait.”Omi was about to crush that infant when another old man flew in.

The infant in Omi’s hand panicked and shouted, “Fifth Brother, save me.”

That old ancestor who was shouting Fifth Brother flew up and said, “Brother Omi, I don’t know where
the Sixth Ancestor of my family, this is where you have offended, you have to crush his infant.”

Omi smiled, “Do you still need a reason to kill, the weak are fish and flesh, isn’t this world all like
that.Moreover, I didn’t want to kill him, but he wanted to stop me from killing Lv Chang.”

“Lv Chang?Why did you kill Lu Chang, the one I’m talking about?”That Fifth Ancestor asked.

Omi said to Lu Yu Xi, “Yu Xi, tell him why.”

“Mm.”Lu Yuxi immediately told him how Lu Chang had framed his parents in the first place, causing
them to become family traitors.
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p; After saying that, Lv Yu Xi also knelt down and pleaded, “I still hope that the Fifth Ancestor will
clear my parents’ name and release them as soon as possible.”

Omi thought that the matter was almost settled, Omi was holding onto the Sixth Ancestor’s infant,
and that Fifth Ancestor would have to vindicate Lv Yu Xi’s parents no matter what.

However, that Fifth Ancestor of the Lv Family said, “Lv Yu Xi, so it was you who brought back today’s
incident.”That Fifth Ancestor’s tone seemed to blame Lv Yu Xi for drawing Omi into the family,
resulting in the destruction of the flesh of the family’s Six Ancestors.

Lv Yu Xi was grieving, “Fifth Ancestor, it was Lv Chang who framed my parents in the first place,
causing my parents to still be held in the family’s Heavenly Prison, I just want justice.”

The Fifth Ancestor of the Lu Family snorted, “If you want justice, you can come to me, or you can go to
any of the ancestors, we will naturally vindicate your parents.But you shouldn’t have brought an
outsider back, resulting in the destruction of our Lu Family’s Fifth Ancestor’s flesh, do you know how
severe the situation is now in the Four Seas, and howmuch damage the destruction of the Lu Family’s
Fifth Ancestor’s flesh has brought to our family?Now, because of your parents’ little incident, which
caused such a serious loss to the family, you are now committing a crime that is even bigger than your
parents, do you know that?Releasing your parents is just a matter of words, while the destruction of
the flesh of the five ancestors of the Lü family is a matter of a lifetime.”

Lu Yuxi was speechless, and Lu Yuxi had no idea that Omi would destroy the flesh of the Lu family’s
five ancestors.



Maybe so, to cause the family to destroy the flesh of an eighth stage out of the box ancestor, this was
indeed a great loss.

Just then, Omi said, “What flesh body was destroyed, how could it be so simple, you should say
‘causing the death of the Lu family’s sixth ancestor’ like this.”

“Omi, you.”

“Don’t you ah me.”Omi trailed off.

At that moment, the Five Ancestors of the Lu Family suddenly noticed that the infant of the Sixth
Ancestor of the Lu Family, which had just been in Omi’s hands, was now missing.

“Eh?Where’s my Lu Family’s Sixth Ancestor’s infant?”That Fifth Ancestor was busy asking.

Omi said, “Didn’t I just say that it was the death of the Six Ancestors of the Lu family, not the
destruction of his flesh, the matter is far more serious than the destruction of his flesh.”

“You.”The Fifth Ancestor of the Lv Family was furious, and Omi actually had an indifferent
attitude.Omi had just killed the Sixth Ancestor’s infant while the Lu Family’s Fifth Ancestor was
speaking.The Five Ancestors of the Lu Family had thought that Omi would not dare, he had already
destroyed the Sixth Ancestor’s flesh and would never dare to kill his infant again, but he never
expected ah never expected.

“You, you.”The Lu Family’s Fifth Ancestor was trembling with anger.

The Lu family, currently the strongest within the family, was the Lu family’s five ancestors, one to four
ancestors, all stepped into the merging stage and went into the five seas.

Omi, on the other hand, didn’t look at all like he didn’t care about the Lu Family’s Five Ancestors who
were at the ninth stage of Exaltation.

“Tang Shao, how did you kill the Six Ancestors of my family.”Lu Yuxi looked terrified, Omi was going to
make a big deal out of this.

“I’m sorry, I just slipped my hand and accidentally killed him.”

“Speechless.”Lu Yuxi looked depressed, slipping of the hand was actually a reason to kill a YuanYing.

“Omi, you forced me to do this.”The Fifth Ancestor of the Lu Family, offered up a magic tool,
something like a bracelet.

The Fifth Ancestor of the Lu Family’s hand ring magic tool was thrown towards Omi like throwing a
circle.

The bracelet suddenly seemed as if it was possessed and applied to Omi.

Omi snorted.

Also at the ninth stage of Exaltation, Omi could have killed him in seconds.

“Dang.”With a loud sound, Omi’s flying sword cut down on the bracelet.
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